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2 ICC U19 CRICKET WORLD CUP UAE 2014 

It is my great pleasure 
to welcome you to the 
United Arab Emirates for 
the tenth edition of the 
ICC U19 Cricket World Cup 
UAE 2014.

This is the first time that the tournament has been hosted in this 
country, and, during the 16-day tournament, 48 matches will be 
played across seven venues: Zayed Cricket Stadium, Abu Dhabi; Abu 
Dhabi Oval 1; Abu Dhabi Oval 2; Sharjah Cricket Stadium; Dubai 
International Cricket Stadium, Dubai Sports City; ICC Academy Oval 1, 
Dubai, and ICC Academy Oval 2, Dubai.

The ICC U19 CWC has proven to be a launching pad for future stars 
of the game, with a number of Test captains having initiated their 
international careers at the event, including Sanath Jayasuriya, 
Inzamam-ul-Haq, Graeme Smith, Tatenda Taibu, Nasser Hussain, 
Jimmy Adams, Brian Lara, Michael Clarke and Alastair Cook.

Over the years, we have witnessed some incredible individual and 
team performances - the imposing total set by Australia in its 
opening match against Kenya of 480 for six in New Zealand in 2002; 
the 273-run second-wicket partnership between New Zealand’s BJ 
Watling and Brad Wilson against Scotland in 2004; and the 2012 
final, which saw India captain Unmukt Chand became only the third 
batsman in history to score a century in an ICC U19 CWC final as he 
led his side to victory over defending champion and host, Australia.

This year’s tournament will feature the 10 Full Members, alongside 
six of the leading Associate and Affiliate teams: Afghanistan, 
Canada, Namibia, Papua New Guinea, Scotland and the UAE.

We are delighted that 11 matches from the tournament will be 
broadcast live across the globe by our broadcast partner, Fox Star 
Sports. This tournament is expected to be the most televised 
tournament in ICC U19 CWC history, in terms of matches, licensees 
and potential global reach. We thank FSS as well as all our commercial 
partners for their loyal and ongoing support of ICC events.

Our thanks also go to the Emirates Cricket Board for hosting the 
event, as well as the venues, the ground staff, the match officials 
and the ICC staff for their hard work. 

It is with great pleasure, therefore, that I welcome both local and 
foreign media to the UAE for this tournament. I have no doubt you 
will enjoy the facilities, the local hospitality and the high standard 
of cricket over the next three weeks.

David Richardson
ICC Chief Executive

WELCOME  
FROM THE ICC

I am pleased to welcome 
local and travelling media 
to the tenth edition of the 
ICC U19 Cricket World Cup, 
which will be staged across 
three cities here in the UAE .

We are proud to play host to the teams from the sixteen  
countries taking part in this tournament, the first major global 
tournament that we have hosted here in the UAE. To those of us 
who love cricket and see it as a way of life as much as a sport, the 
young men competing in this tournament are the flag bearers  
for tomorrow.

The ECB is delighted to be hosting this event, cricket’s marquee youth 
tournament. This tournament serves as a launching pad for future 
stars of the game, and some of the players we see competing here 
over the next three weeks may progress to their senior teams in the 
coming years.

It is my duty and my pleasure to ensure the highest standards of 
infrastructure and support and ensure that you are comfortable  
and take home with you the warmest of memories from this 
exceptional experience.

Let’s play

David East
Emirates Cricket Board CEO

WELCOME  
FROM THE ECB



DATE TIME ABU DHABI SHARJAH DUBAI

Zayed Cricket 
Stadium

Abu Dhabi 
Oval 1

Abu Dhabi 
Oval 2

Sharjah Cricket 
Stadium

Dubai 
International 

Cricket Stadium 
(TV Venue)

ICC Academy 1 ICC Academy 2 The Sevens 1 The Sevens 2

10-Feb 9am W/U IND v SL W/U AUS v ZIM W/U SA v NAM W/U NZ v CAN
W/U ENG v 

SCOT
W/U WI v AFGH

W/U BANG v 
PNG

W/U PAK v UAE

11-Feb

12-Feb 9am
W/U BANG v 

ENG
W/U AFGH v 

SCOT
W/U PNG v CAN W/U SL v NAM W/U IND v SA W/U AUS v PAK W/U ZIM v UAE W/U NZ v WI

13-Feb

14-Feb 9am ENG v UAE ZIM v CAN NZ v SL SA v WI

15-Feb 9am BANG v AFGH AUS v NAM IND v PAK SCOT v PNG

16-Feb 9am WI v ZIM SA v CAN NZ v UAE ENG v SL

17-Feb 9am BANG v NAM AUS v AFGH IND v SCOT PAK v PNG

18-Feb 9am SA v ZIM WI v CAN SL v UAE NZ v ENG

19-Feb 9am AUS v BANG AFGH v NAM IND v PNG PAK v SCOT

20-Feb

21-Feb

22-Feb 9am PQF 3 B3 v C4 PQF 2 C3 v B4 SLQF 4 D1 v A2 SLQF 1 A1 v D2 

23-Feb 9am PQF 4 A3 v D4 PQF 1 D3 v A4 SLQF 3 C1 v B2 SLQF 2 B1 v C2 

24-Feb
DICS 12pm 

All other 
venues 9am

PPO Semi 1 
LPQF1 v LPQF4

SL Semi 1 
WSLQF1 v 
WSLQF4

SLPO Semi 1 
LSLQF1 v LSLQF4

PPO Semi 2 
LPQF2 v LPQF3

25-Feb 9am
P Semi 1 WPQF1 

v WPQF4
P Semi 2 WPQF2 

v WPQF3
Reserve

SLPO Semi 2 
LSLQF2 v LSLQF3

26-Feb
DICS 12pm 

All other 
venues 9am

PPO Semi W 
Final (13/14) 

WPPO Semi 1 v 
WPPO Semi 2

PPOSemi L Final 
(15/16) LPPO 
Semi 1 v LPPO 

Semi 2

SL Semi 2 WQF2 
v WQF3

27-Feb 9am
PLATE FINAL 

(9/10)

P Semi L Final 
(11/12) LPSemi1 

v LPSemi2

SLPOSemi W 
Final (5/6) 
WSLPOS1 v 
WSLPOS2 

Reserve

SLPOSemi L 
Final (7/8) 
LSLPOS1 v 
LSLPOS2

28-Feb 9am Reserve
SL Semi L Final 

(3/4) LSLSemi1 v 
LSLSemi2

1-Mar 12pm
SUPER LEAGUE 

FINAL (1/2)

2-Mar 12pm Reserve

GROUP A
Rank Team

1 India

8 Pakistan

12 Scotland

13 PNG

GROUP B
Rank Team

2 Australia

7 Bangladesh

11 Afghanistan

14 Namibia

GROUP C
Rank Team

3 South Africa

6 West Indies

10 Zimbabwe

15 Canada

GROUP D
Rank Team

4 New Zealand

5 England

9 Sri Lanka

16 UAE

TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
The tenth edition of the ICC U19 Cricket World Cup  
will see 48 matches played across seven venues

• Zayed Cricket Stadium, Abu Dhabi

• Abu Dhabi Oval 1, Abu Dhabi

• Abu Dhabi Oval 2, Abu Dhabi

• Sharjah Cricket Stadium, Sharjah

• Dubai International Cricket Stadium, Dubai 

• ICC Academy Oval 1, Dubai, and 

• ICC Academy Oval 2, Dubai
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Heading into the ACC U19 Asia 
Cup (December-January), the side 
had won 13 of 14 completed ODI 
matches across three series.

India’s run began at the Top End 
U19 series in Australia, winning 
all five of its matches, with no 
side reaching 200 against it.

In the final, India recorded a 
comprehensive eight-wicket 
victory against the host, dismissing 
Australia for just 75, with only three 
batsmen reaching double figures. 

Seamers Abhimanyu Lamba, 
Chama Milind and Deepak Hooda 
took seven wickets between them 
as all 10 wickets fell in the space 
of 39 runs. Wicketkeeper Ankush 
Bains led the run-chase with 40 
not out off 52 balls.

Vijay Zol was the star batsman 
of the tournament, scoring 101 
more runs than the next highest 
run-scorer with 341, while the 
side also had a strong showing 
in the field, led by Kuldeep Yadav, 
Aamir Gani and a persistent 
seam attack.

Skipper Zol and Yadav again 
came to the fore during the Test 
and ODI tour of Sri Lanka in July 
and August. India will have been 
a little disappointed not to have 
won the two-match Test series 
(both matches ended in a draw), 
but it came back to win the ODI 
series 2-0. India was pushed all 
the way in the second ODI but 
fought hard in the field to defend 
a 240-run total built on the back 
of Zol’s 67. Sarfaraz Khan took 

four wickets and Yadav chipped 
in with three as Sri Lanka was 
bowled out for just 137 in the 
final match. India chased down 
the target for the loss of three 
wickets.

The Quadrangular Series at 
home against Australia, South 
Africa and Zimbabwe featured 
the only defeat across the three 
tournaments but the 10-run loss 
was swiftly avenged with a 201-
run victory over the same team 
in the final. Zol again top scored 
with 71 before South Africa was 
quickly despatched for 66. India’s 
batting was in scintillating form 
during the group stage, chasing 
271 within 40 overs against South 
Africa before smashing 321-5 
against Australia.

A good start to its 2012 campaign 
– winning all three group matches 
– was halted by an agonising 
one-wicket loss to India in the 
quarter-final. An eventual eighth-
place finish after losing both 
matches in the play-offs was not 
representative of Pakistan’s talents. 

If the performances in last 
August’s Tri-Nations Series 

against host England and 
Bangladesh are anything to go 
by, Pakistan can go to the UAE 
with confidence high.

After the first match against 
Bangladesh ended as a No Result, 
Pakistan won six consecutive 
matches to win the competition. 
Pakistan dominated its opponents 
with both bat and ball, conceding 

200 runs on just two occasions 
and scoring runs at will – most 
notably with 369 and 343 against 
England. The second of those 
totals came in the final when 
captain Sami Aslam led struck 110 
before Shayan Jahangir (85 from 
70 balls) and Kamran Ghulam 
(61 not out off 32 balls) took the 
game away from England.

Zafar Gohar ensured there would 
be no reprieve for England with 
four wickets as Pakistan sealed 
victory by 192 runs. Both Sami and 
Zafar played in the last ICC U19 
CWC, as did Imam-ul-Haq and  
Zia-ul-Haq, who also featured in 
the Tri-Nations final at Trent Bridge. 

Sami enjoyed a fantastic 
tournament in England, finishing 
as the leading run-scorer with 
409 runs, including two centuries 
and three half-centuries. Imam 
struck 237 runs, while Kamran 
averaged 210 as he was dismissed 
just once in four innings – adding 
an unbeaten century to his half-
century in the final. 

Zafar took 18 wickets in seven 
matches with his slow bowling 
while Hussain Talat and 
Mohammad Aftab also shone 
with the ball.

Left-armer Zia-ul-Haq was his  
side’s second most economical 
bowler and it was he who nearly 
inspired his side to an unlikely 
victory in the quarter-final of 
the last ICC U19 CWC. Defending 
only 136, the fast-medium bowler 
took wickets in each of his first 
two overs on his way to 23 for 
three. India’s last-wicket pair 
added 10 runs to sneak home 
despite a gallant display from 
the fielding side.

GROUP A 

THE SQUAD
Vijay Zol (C)

Ankush Bains

Ricky Bhui

Aamir Gani

Akhil Herwadkar

Deepak Hooda

Shreyas Iyer

Karan Kaila

Avesh Khan

Sarfaraz Khan

Monu Kumar

Chama Milind

Sanju Samson

Atit Sheth

Kuldeep Yadav

THE SQUAD
Sami Aslam (C)

Ameer Hamza

Hasan Raza

Hussain Talat

Imam-ul-Haq

Imran Rafiq

Irfanullah Shah

Kamran Ghulam

Karamat Ali

Mohammad Aftab

Saifullah Khan

Salman Saeed

Saud Shakeel

Zafar Gohar

Zia-ul-Haq

INDIA
India has a good record at the ICC U19 CWC 
– winning in 2000, 2008 and 2012 - and will 
head into the latest tournament as one of 
the favourites after a spectacular 2013.

PAKISTAN
Pakistan has enjoyed its fair share of success in 
the ICC U19 CWC, winning twice (in 2004 and 
2006) as well as twice finishing runner-up. 
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Scotland reached the UAE  
on the back of a successful 
campaign at the 2013 ICC 
European U19 Division 1 
tournament last August. It won 
all five of its matches to finish 
four points clear of nearest 
challenger Ireland, defeating the 
Irish in what turned out to be a 
final, decisive match.

A 50-run victory in the opening 
match against Jersey saw 
captain Ross McLean and 
Michael English put on 155 
for the second wicket before 
Alexander Muir hit 50 not 
out from 35 balls as Scotland 
amassed 258-6. Jersey never 
recovered from being 35-3 in 
reply, with opening Scotland 

bowlers Gavin Main and 
Chayank Gosain taking five 
wickets between them.

Host Netherlands was then 
defeated in a low-scoring thriller by 
two wickets. The Dutch could only 
make 139 thanks to four wickets 
from Nicholas Farrar. But Scotland 
batsmen came and went at regular 
intervals in the reply as it slipped to 
131-8. Muir finished on 63 not out 
with company supplied by Mark 
Watt for the last nine runs. 

Against Denmark, pace bowler 
Farrar produced a devastating 
spell of 7-13. Lyle Hill offered good 
support with 3-9, and Scotland 
reached its target in the ninth 
over with all wickets still intact. 

Scotland’s bowlers were again too 
much against Guernsey, dismissing 
the opposition for 117. Gosain was 
the star bowler on this occasion 
with 4-16. Opener Andrew Umeed 
hit a run-a-ball 71 in the reply as 
Scotland won by seven wickets 
with over 20 overs in hand. 

A winner-takes-all match against 
Ireland rounded off Scotland’s 
campaign. Ireland, like all the 
sides before it, had no answer 
to a relentless Scotland bowling 
attack – succumbing to 127 all 

out inside 48 overs. Watt (4-20) 
and Hill (3-23) did the bulk of the 
damage on this occasion.

Skipper McLean and the middle 
order held firm to eke out a victory 
by five wickets, using up 39.1 
overs in the process. There can be 
little doubt the Scots deserved 
to reach the 2014 ICC U19 CWC 
after a tournament where they 
were never reliant on one or two 
individuals to pull them through.

PNG reached the 2014 ICC U19 
CWC on the back of winning the 
2013 EAP U19 Championship, 
beating Vanuatu in the final. 
When it was bowled out for just 
92, PNG was in grave danger of 
missing out, but a ninth-wicket 

stand of 33 by Hiri Hiri (13)  
and Kabua Morea (16) managed 
to take the side to near three 
figures, having been 56-8 at  
one stage.

Vanuatu’s run-chase was derailed 
when it lost four wickets for five 

runs to slip to 26-5. Only two 
batsmen reached double figures 
as it was eventually bowled out 
for 47 to give PNG a 45-run victory. 
Morea (4-20) sparked the early 
collapse before Sakavai Gebai (3-8) 
finished the job off.

PNG had warmed up for the 
match against Vanuatu with 
three matches against strong 
opposition during the Top End 
U19 Series in Australia. The 
Associate nation gave India one 
of its biggest scares during the 
series when it bowled it out 
for 136. Gebai (4-26) sparked a 
collapse from 78-3 to 136 all out 
and was given good support by 
Alei Nao (2-17) and Riley Hekure 
(2-19). PNG, however, was bowled 
out for just 65 in reply.

Morea was again the star with 
the ball in the next match against 
New Zealand, taking four wickets 
as the Kiwis racked up 259-9. 
PNG again fell short of its target, 
bowled out for 126. Opener Kiplin 
Doriga (29) and Gebai (25) battled 
hard but the result was never in 
doubt with New Zealand winning 
by 133 runs.

A similar scoring pattern 
occurred in PNG’s final match 

of the series against Australia, 
with the latter making 256-6 in 
a 144-run victory. Australia had 
been reduced to 122-5 before 
Sean Willis struck a century. 
Morea was once again his side’s 
star with the ball, taking three 
wickets. Gaudi Toka (24) and 
Dogodo Bau (25) put on 41 for 
the third wicket in the reply but 
only two other batsmen reached 
double figures as PNG was 
dismissed for 112.

GROUP A 

THE SQUAD
Ross McLean (C)

Alex Baum

Ryan Brown

Will Edwards

Michael English

Nick Farrar

Chayank Gosain

Gavin Main

Zander Muir

Abdul Sabri

Chris Sole

Kyle Stirling

Andrew Umeed

Mark Watt

Stu Whittingham

SCOTLAND
Scotland has appeared in five previous  
ICC U19 CWC tournaments, first in 1998  
and then, most recently, in 2012. 

PNG
Having first competed in the ICC U19 CWC 
in 1998, PNG lost all of its group matches at 
the 2012 event. It went on to lose a play-off 
match against Afghanistan before defeating 
Zimbabwe to finish 13th.

Dogodo Bau (C)

Kiplin Doriga

Sakavai Gebai

Riley Hekure

Hiri Hiri

Mea Jimmy

Allan Joseph

Kabua Morea

Alei Nao

Micah Pokana

Nosaina Pokana

Raho Sam

Gaudi Toka

Anthony Vare

Tom Willie 

THE SQUAD
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It also reached the final when 
hosting the 2012 event, losing to 
India. Australia has experienced a 
mixed 2013 at the U19 level only 
beating New Zealand of the major 
nations during the year.

A 2-1 ODI series victory was secured 
away to New Zealand thanks to 
convincing run-chase victories in 
the first two matches. Left-armer 

Matthew Fotia set his team up with 
seven wickets in the two matches 
before the top order made light of 
the targets, getting home by seven 
and then eight wickets.

Australia then hosted the Top End 
U19 Series, qualifying for the final 
despite winning just one of its 
four group matches. With both 
Australia and New Zealand losing 

twice apiece to India, the runner-
up spot was decided by run-rate 
after they shared one win each 
in the head-to-head meetings. 
Australia’s victory was set up 
by Jake Doran’s 79 before Fotia 
was again amongst the wickets, 
taking 5-38 in a 19-run victory. 
India beat Australia in both 
group meetings and then the 
final, where it bowled Australia 
out for 75. Doran was the 
third highest run-scorer in the 
tournament with 239 runs. Fotia 
was the joint second-highest 
wicket-taker with 10. 

Australia then played a 
Quadrangular Series in India 
(September-October) against 
the host, South Africa and 
Zimbabwe. Three victories were 
secured against Zimbabwe – 
including in the third-place play-
off – but two defeats against 
South Africa plus one loss and a 
No Result against India meant a 
spot in the final was a long way 
off. Its batting underperformed 
in the crunch matches with the 
Proteas, making 162 and 134 to 
fall to 17-run and five-wicket 
defeats respectively. The bowling 
suffered in the one match 
against India, conceding 321-5 in 

50 overs but only lost by 18 runs 
in a rain-reduced match after a 
valiant run-chase. 

Assisted by centuries against 
Zimbabwe, Australia had the 
two highest run-scorers in the 
competition – Damien Mortimer 
and Kelvin Smith. Meanwhile, 
leg-spinner Tom Andrews was the 
joint highest wicket-taker in the 
tournament with 10, including 
five wickets against Zimbabwe.

Bangladesh has upset a number 
of more vaunted rivals over the 
years on its way to winning 
three Plate Championships. In 
2012 it won its opening match 
against Sri Lanka to go a long 
way to securing a place in the 
quarter-finals. Australia proved 
to be too good in the last-eight 
meeting, but not without a 
scare. Bangladesh looked out of 
the match at the halfway stage 
when it was dismissed for just 
171. Australia then slumped to 
33-4 in reply before the middle 
order held firm to get home 
by five wickets. After losing 
to England, Bangladesh then 
claimed victory over Pakistan 
to secure a respectable seventh 
position overall.

Younger members of the 2012 party 
such as Musaddek Hossain Saikat 
and Abu Hider Rony have developed 
into the mainstays of the side. This 
duo was part of the line-up that 
featured in a Tri-Nations Series in 
England last August, alongside 
the host and Pakistan. Bangladesh 
enjoyed a bright start against 
Pakistan, only for rain to force a No 
Result. That was followed by an 
impressive victory over England, 
underpinned by Musaddek’s century 
and 86 from Shadman Islam in their 
side’s 286-4. Musaddek then added 
three wickets in the reply with three 
wickets also to Rifat Pradhan. 

That was the end of the good 
news for Bangladesh though, as 
four straight defeats finished its 
tournament off. 

A seven-match ODI series in 
West Indies in October proved to 
be far more successful, with the 
tourist coming back with a 4-3 
victory. Having taken a 3-1 lead, 
Bangladesh seemed in danger 
of choking when the host came 
back to 3-3. Nihad-uz-Zaman 
ensured no such thing would 
occur by picking up 5-12 in the 
deciding match to claim a hugely 
encouraging series win. Shadman 
was his side’s leading run-scorer 
with 259 runs, while Jashimuddin 
also logged 200 runs for the series. 
Four spin bowlers topped the 
wicket-taking list, headed by Jubair 
Hossain (14) and well supported 
by Mohammad Mehidy Hassan 
Miraz (13), Rahatul Ferdous (11) and 
Nihad-uz-Zaman (9).

GROUP B 

THE SQUAD
Thomas Andrews (C)

Ben Ashkenazi

James Bazley

Jake Doran

Matthew Fotia

Alex Gregory

Ben McDermott

Jaron Morgan

Damien Mortimer

Matthew Short

Kelvin Smith

Billy Stanlake

Cameron Valente

Guy Walker

Sean Willis

THE SQUAD
Mohammad Mehidy Hassan Miraz (C)

Abu Hider Rony

Joyraj Sheik Imon

Jubair Hossain

Litton Kumer Das

Mohammad Mustafizur Rahman

Mohammad Najmul Hossain Shanto

Mohammad Noor Alam Saddam

Mohammad Shadman Islam

Mohammad Zakir Hasan

Musaddek Hossain Saikat

Nihad-uz-Zaman

Rahatul Ferdous Javed

Saeed Sarker

Yasir Ali Chowdhury

Australia
Australia has an excellent record in the ICC U19 
CWC, having won the inaugural tournament 
in 1998 as well as in 2002 and 2010. 

Bangladesh
Although yet to reach the final, Bangladesh has 
enjoyed many good moments in the history of 
the ICC U19 CWC, winning almost 70 per cent of 
its matches going into the 2014 event.
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Afghanistan reached the latest 
tournament as the winner of the 
2013 ACC U19 Elite Cup last May.

Afghanistan strolled through 
the group stage, overwhelming 
Thailand in particular. 
Hashmatullah Shaidi hit 153 
before retiring hurt and there 
were also half-centuries for 
Shahidullah and Khaibar Omar 
as Afghanistan racked up a 
phenomenal 421-7 from its 
50 overs. A stunned Thailand 
side found the going even 
tougher with the ball as it was 
dismissed for 26 – with extras 
serving as the top individual 
score alongside seven. Zia-ur-
Rehman Akbar took 3-7 from his 
five overs to finish as the pick 
of the bowlers.

The victor faced a semi-final 
against the host, but Afghanistan 
continued to sweep all before it. 
A relatively modest 233-8 proved 
beyond Malaysia as it was bowled 
out for 93 in reply. Hashmatullah 
was again the top scorer, hitting 
68, with wicketkeeper Munir 
Ahmad not far behind on 53. 
Malaysia lost two wickets before 
a run had been scored and its 
final seven wickets then fell for 33 
after a brief rally. Zia-ur-Rehman 
claimed the remarkable figures of 
10-4-7-2 while Sayed Shirzad also 
struck twice.

Afghanistan entered the final 
against UAE with confidence but 
even it might not have expected 
the contest to be wrapped up so 
emphatically. As was becoming a 

habit, Zia-ur-Rehman again  
did the damage with a 
devastating bowling spell – on 
this occasion, 6.2-2-9-4 – with 
good support from Hashmatullah 
(3-9). Only two UAE players 
reached double figures as it was 
bowled out for 57. Shaidi then 
made light of the conditions with 
50 off 43 balls as Afghanistan 
reached its target with 39.5 overs 
to spare for the loss of no wickets.

Unsurprisingly, Hashmatullah 
finished as the tournament’s 
leading run-scorer with 363 
runs – 64 runs ahead of the next 
best – with Shahidullah also 
faring well on 242 runs. Zia-ur-
Rehman was his team’s leading 
wicket-taker with 14 wickets in 
six matches.

After making comfortable 
progress from Pool A with three 
straight victories, Namibia faced 
Kenya in the final to decide 
which team would progress.

After Namibia collapsed from 
93-2 to 173 all out, the game 
seemed in the balance at the 
midway stage. Xander Pitchers 
made 52, wicketkeeper Jaen 
Kotze 43 and skipper Gerhard 
Erasmus 27, but no other 
batsman passed 10. A stout 
performance was required in 
the field and so it transpired as 
Kenya suffered a collapse of its 
own from 110-4 to 121 all out. JJ 
Smit did the damage with a hat-
trick on his way to 4-17. Bredell 

Wessells leant good support  
by conceding just 13 runs in  
his 10 overs, taking two wickets 
in the process, and Michau du 
Preez finished the innings  
off with two wickets in the  
40th over. 

Kenya’s total of 121 was the 
joint highest made against 
Namibia during the tournament, 
Uganda making the same total 
in the opening match. Smit 
took another four wickets, Tiaan 
Snyman and Pitchers struck 
twice apiece. Namibia got home 
by four wickets in the run-chase, 
with Erasmus (45) and Jano 
Coetzee (33) adding 62 for the 
fourth wicket to take the side to 
the brink of victory. 

Namibia was too good for 
Zambia in the next match, 
triumphing by 244 runs on  
D-L method. Pitchers struck  
161 and was joined in stands 
of 161 and 96 by Du Preez and 
Erasmus for the second and third 
wickets respectively to put on 
334-7 from 50 overs.

While Smit struck with the first 
ball of the Zambia innings, it was 
Kobus Brand who did the bulk 

of the damage (4-9) as Zambia 
was dismissed for 47 chasing a 
revised total of 292 in 40 overs. 

Namibia completed its Pool 
section with a 10-wicket victory 
over Tanzania. Wessells claimed 
4-23 as Tanzania was bowled out 
for 102. Joshuan Julius (28 not 
out) and Malan Kruger (69 not 
out) then put on an unbroken 
stand of 103 in 19 overs to wrap 
up the formalities.

GROUP B 

THE SQUAD
Nasir Jamal (C)

Abdullah Adil

Fareed Malik

Hashmatullah Shaidi

Ihsanullah Janat

Mohammad Mujtaba

Munir Ahmad

Muslim Musa

Sayed Shirzad

Sayed Waheedullah Shafaq

Shahidullah Kamal

Sharafuddin Ashraf

Usman Ghani

Younas Khan Ahmadzai

Zia-ur-Rehman Akbar 

THE SQUAD
Gerhard Erasmus (C)

Kobus Brand

Jano Coetzee

Marius Delport

Michau du Preez

Zane Green

Joshuan Julius

Jaen Kotze

Malan Kruger

Xander Pitchers

Wayne Raw

JJ Smit

Tiaan Snyman

Ricardo Strauss

Bredell Wessells

Afghanistan
Afghanistan first competed in the ICC U19 
CWC in 2010 before going on to finish as 
runner-up in the Plate competition at the 
second attempt.

Namibia
Namibia has taken part in six ICC U19 CWC 
tournaments, the first of which was in 1998 
and the most recent in 2012. It reached the 
UAE on the back of its victory in the ICC 
Africa U19 CWC Qualifier.
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South Africa enjoyed an excellent 
year at U19 level in 2013 but was 
given a stark warning in its final 
match when bowled out for 66 
in the Quadrangular Series final 
against India.

After sharing a two-match 
Test series right at the start of 
the year with England, South 
Africa then had little trouble 

accounting for the same team 
in a subsequent ODI series on 
home soil. 

Although some of the matches 
were close-run, by the time 
South Africa completed its 5-0 
whitewash the beleaguered 
tourist wasn’t able to put up much 
resistance in a nine-wicket defeat, 
succumbing with 99 balls to spare.

Wicketkeeper Clyde Fortuin was 
the fulcrum for a seven wicket 
victory in the first match, hitting 
75 as South Africa reached 222 
with four overs to spare. England 
fought hard in the second match, 
but eventually lost by 12 runs. 
England got a little closer still in 
the third match – losing by 10 runs 
– but the 270-8 by South Africa, 
with Greg Oldfield hitting 82, 
was a tall order after a top-order 
collapse in the chase. Fortuin top 
scored again in the fourth match 
– a six-wicket victory (D-L method) 
before he and Murray Coetzee 
shone in the final match. 

South Africa’s bowlers came 
to the fore during its opening 
match of the Quadrangular 
Series in India. Off-spinners 
Yaseen Valli (3-27) and Bradley 
Dial (3-32) sparked a collapse that 
saw Australia go from 137-5 to 
162 all out chasing 180.

Fortuin (90) and Lloyd Brown (69) 
helped their side to what seemed 
like a respectable 270-8 in the 
next match against India, only for 
the host to reach the target with 
more than 10 overs to spare.

Victories were then achieved 
against Zimbabwe and Australia 

before the best and worst 
moments were saved for the end. 
Fortuin (65) and Valli (64) were 
backed up by a strong display 
in the field to defeat India by 10 
runs in what turned out to be 
the final group match.

A 201-run loss to India in the  
final then guaranteed there 
would be no resting on laurels 
going to the UAE for another  
trial against spin.

Among the players who featured 
in that squad were future full 
internationals Denesh Ramdin, 
Lendl Simmons and Ravi 
Rampaul. The men from the 
Caribbean have got their work 
cut out going one better in the 
UAE as an Achilles heel against 
spin bowling has afflicted them 
at all levels recently. 

In October 2012, the West Indies 
experienced a home series 
defeat to Bangladesh, with the 
visiting side’s slow bowlers to 
the fore. 

After winning the first match at 
Providence, the visitor won three 
matches in a row before West 
Indies hit back to level at 3-3. 
West Indies were spun out for a 
disappointing 101 in the decider 

after medium-pacer Jerome 
Jones put his team seemingly in 
the ascendency with a hat-trick 
to finish off the Bangladesh 
innings for 168.

Despite only featuring in three  
of the seven matches, Jones 
was his team’s second highest 
wicket-taker in the series, with 
seven victims. Off-spinner 
Ramaal Lewis took two more 
wickets in six appearances. It was 
with the bat where West Indies 
struggled, as only three players 
scored 100 runs over the course 
of the series. Shimron Hetmyer 
led the way on 146, two more 
than Jeremy Solozano. 

West Indies peaked at the start 
of the series, producing its most 
convincing all-round display 

in the opening encounter. 
Fast-medium bowler Alzarri 
Joseph picked up 3-30 and then 
the batsmen made a good fist 
of the run-chase, reaching 
the target of 136 for just four 
wickets down with 15.2 overs 
to spare.

West Indies travelled to 
Bangladesh at the end of 2013, 
with Bangladesh too strong for 
the West Indies batsmen in the 
one ODI played. The touring side 
was dismissed for 118 to fall to a 
104-run loss. The leading bowlers 
for the Caribbean side were also 
slow bowlers – slow left-armer 
Gudakesh Motie took two 
wickets for 24 runs, while the 
consistent Lewis picked up three 
wickets for 24 runs.

GROUP C 

THE SQUAD
Aiden Markram (C)

Bradley Bopp

Corbin Bosch

Dirk Bruwer

Kirwin Christoffels

Justin Dill

Clyde Fortuin

Dayyaan Galiem

Sibonelo Makhanya

Greg Oldfield

Andile Phehlukwayo

Kagiso Rabada

Ngazibini Sigwili

Jason Smith

Yaseen Valli

THE SQUAD
Ramaal Lewis (C)

Fabian Allen

Tagenarine Chanderpaul

Bryan Charles

Tristan Coleman

Jonathan Drakes

Shimron Hetmyer

Jerome Jones

Ray Jordan

Brandon King

Preston McSween

Marquino Mindley

Gudakesh Motie

Nicolas Pooran

Jeremy Solozano

South Africa
South Africa has yet to win the ICC U19 CWC 
but has twice gone close, finishing runner-up 
in 2002 and 2008. 

West Indies
West Indies has not enjoyed a great deal  
of success in the ICC U19 CWC, reaching  
the final just once, when it lost to Pakistan  
in 2004.
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A Quadrangular Series in India 
in September-October 2013  
saw Zimbabwe lose all six 
completed matches, but some 
fine individual performances  
do augur well for the future.

Slow left-armer Kieran Geyle 
produced an outstanding spell 
of bowling during the opening 
match against India. With all the 
other bowlers suffering as India 
racked up 291-6, the spinner 

returned 3-32 from his 10 overs. 
Zimbabwe never threatened in 
the run-chase but Ryan Burl did 
make a stylish 46 from 55 balls.

Leg-spinner Deven Bell turned in 
an anomalous performance in the 
following match against Australia. 
While no team-mate conceded less 
than six runs per over in Australia’s 
329-3, Bell sent down his 10 overs 
for just 36 runs. Zimbabwe was 
hustled out for 182 in reply, Burl 
(44) again showing well along with 
opener Joylord Gumbie (56). 

Zimbabwe stumbled to 48-7 
against South Africa in its next 
match, but an eighth-wicket 
stand of 48 ensured that the side 
made three figures. South Africa 
easily reached the 136-run target, 
clinching victory in the 13th over. 

A respectable 245-9 against India 
was overhauled as India reached 
its target for the loss of just one 
wicket inside 30 overs. Gumbie (60) 
and Clive Chitumba (83) produced 
the best batting for Zimbabwe in a 
stand of 88.

Burl carried on his consistentency 
with 79 not out against Australia 
but there was little support as 
Zimbabwe was bowled out for 185. 
A loose bowling display ensued as 

Australia reached the target for 
the loss of just two wickets in the 
33rd over.

After a wash-out against  
South Africa, it was business  
as usual in the third-place  
play-off against Australia.  
Burl (74) top scored once  
again – supported by skipper 
Malcolm Lake’s 42 and Geyle’s  
38 - but Australia’s pursuit of  
229 was rarely in doubt.

This will be Canada’s fourth 
ICC U19 CWC, having previously 
featured in 2002, 2004  
and 2010.

An unbeaten campaign (two 
victories and two No Results) 
saw Canada win through the 
regional qualifier ahead of USA 
and Bermuda.

After two wash-outs, USA 
appeared to be making 
respectable progress in its  
match against Canada at  
116-4. Having already taken  
two wickets, off-spinner  
Nikhil Dutta then claimed 
three more as the batting team 
slumped to 158 all out. Dutta 
capped a fine all-round display 
with an unbeaten half-century  
as Canada reached its target in 
the 41st over. 

Canada wrapped up its  
place in the UAE with an even 
more convincing victory in the 
final game against Bermuda. 
Armaan Kapoor hit 64 off 58 
balls as Canada made 245-6. 
Stephan Joseph (30) and skipper 
Nitish Kumar (35) had given the 
side a good start in a quick-fire 
partnership of 48 for the  
second wicket. 

Dutta was again the star with  
the ball, taking 3-19 after the 
opening bowlers - Stephan 
Rajasingam and Kumar - had 
put in tight spells to temper 
Bermuda’s victory prospects. 
Medium pacer Abraash Khan 
(2-25) was also impressive as 
Bermuda was restricted to 154-8, 
and Canada triumphed by 91 runs.

The tournament was rounded off 
by a series of T20 matches, with 
Canada losing to USA before it 
defeated Bermuda by 62 runs. From 
31-1 at the start of the seventh over, 
Canada subsided to 36-5 as just 
one member of the top six reached 
double figures, and USA limited 
Canada to 85-9. USA reached its 
target with 29 balls to spare.

Canada did manage to finish 
the event in style, however, with 

a much-improved display later 
the same day. Kapoor smashed 
69 off 48 balls to underpin a 
substantial effort of 168-5. Slow 
left-armer Farhan Malik did the 
damage in the reply, picking 
up 5-13 from his four overs 
as Bermuda could only make 
106-9. Fellow slow bowlers 
Trevor Manoosingh and Dutta 
both collected two wickets and 
bowled with great economy.

GROUP C 

THE SQUAD
Malcolm Lake (C)

Deven Bell

Ryan Burl

Herbert Chikomba

Kieran Geyle

Joylord Gumbie

Shoun Handirisi

Dylan Hondo

Luke Jongwe

Tinashe Kamunhukamwe

Charles Kunje

Patrick Mambo

Tarisai Musakanda

Cuthbert Musoko

Mkhululi Nyathi

THE SQUAD
Nitish Kumar (C)

Sudeepta Aurka

Gurkaran Dhillon

Nikhil Dutta

Farhan Malik

Amanpal Gillar

Stephan Joseph

Aniket Joshi

Armaan Kapoor

Abraash Khan

Trevor Manoosingh

Stephan Rajasingam

Yug Rao

Talha Shaik

Keenen Tinto

Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe enters its ninth ICC U19 CWC with 
a decent record of 22 victories in 50 matches 
to date. Its participation in the last event 
was disappointing, however, losing to PNG 
in the 13th-place play-off match.

Canada
Canada reached the ICC U19 CWC by  
virtue of winning the 2013 ICC Americas  
U19 Championship Division 1. 
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It performed well in 2012, 
narrowly falling to India in a semi-
final before losing the third-place  
play-off to South Africa.

New Zealand’s 2013 U19 
programme was largely made up 
of matches against Trans-Tasman 
rival Australia, with its opponent 
coming out on top 3-2 over the 
course of two series. Australia 

won April’s three-match series 
in New Zealand 2-1, with the 
host securing a one-wicket 
victory off the final ball in the 
last match. Off-spinner Dane 
Watson took 4-40 to restrict 
Australia to 220-8, before Rakitha 
Weerasundara (92) took New 
Zealand to 180-3 in the 41st over. 
A dramatic collapse then reduced 
the batting side to 198-8 before 

Arana Noema-Barnett kept his 
composure with 22 not out.

Ken McClure (134) and team-
mate Weerasundara (128) were 
the tournament’s leading run-
scorer, although the former did 
play one more innings. Watson 
was his side’s leading wicket-
taker with five victims.

New Zealand then shared the 
two matches against Australia 
in the subsequent Top End 
U19 Series but it, like Australia, 
proved below the level of 
tournament winner India.

A batting collapse was the side’s 
undoing in the opening match 
against Australia, sliding from 
178-4 to 206 all out in pursuit of 
226. McClure’s 61, had put the 
side in a powerful position going 
into the final 10 overs. 

Kurtley Watson turned in 
respectable figures of 2-32 when 
India posted 276-6 in the next 
match, before New Zealand 
collapsed to 111 all out.

New Zealand’s best performance 
came in the next match against 
Australia when it defended  
225-9 by 24 runs, with Jack 
Hunter’s 3-27 leading the way  
in the field. 

Australia reached the final  
ahead of New Zealand when 
New Zealand was bowled  
out for just 119 against India.  
Watson fought hard in the reply 
with two wickets but India got 
home with more than half its 
overs remaining.

New Zealand also played  
and defeated PNG and the 
Northern Territory during its  
stay in Australia.

It suffered an early exit in 2012, 
losing to South Africa in the 
quarter-final, but did claim a 
consolation fifth-place through 
the play-offs. Pace bowler 
Reece Topley was the leading 
tournament wicket-taker, and has 
since graduated to the England 
Performance Programme. 

Duckett had captained the side 
during the previous summer’s 

home Tri-Nations Series against 
Pakistan and Bangladesh. England 
won only two of its seven matches, 
losing all four of its fixtures with 
Pakistan, including the final. Ryan 
Higgins was England’s stand-out 
batsman – finishing as second 
highest run-scorer with 356 runs. 
The right-hander struck a century 
against Bangladesh as well as a 
gallant 70 not out while wickets 

fell around him in a losing cause in 
the final against Pakistan. 

Harry Finch, who made his 
first-class debut for Sussex in 
September, was the next highest 
run-scorer for England with 223 
runs. The right-hander proved a 
handful for opposition, hitting 
two half-centuries and one 
century once set. 

William Rhodes shone with the 
ball, claiming 14 wickets at an 
average of 23.50. The right-
arm medium pacer was given 
experience in both List A and 
T20 matches for Yorkshire in 2013 
before he turned his attention 
to England U19 duty. Rhodes 
took three wickets in an innings 
on successive days in matches 
against Bangladesh and Pakistan. 
His Yorkshire colleague Matthew 
Fisher, who made his county 
debut as a 15-year-old in 2013, 
picked up 10 wickets along with 
Jack Winslade from Surrey.

England was made to chase 
in all seven of its matches 
in the competition, with the 
totals racked up by Pakistan 
consistently proving out of reach. 
The tourist amassed scores of 
369, 343, 288 and 227 against the 

host, only the last of those scores 
giving England much hope with 
a narrow four-run defeat. 

South Africa had already 
administered punishment on 
a touring England team during 
an ODI series earlier in the 
year, winning the series 5-0 in 
February 2013. Although a couple 
of the matches were closely-
fought, England ended the series 
well beaten.

GROUP D 

THE SQUAD
Robert O’Donnell (C)

Jeremy Benton

Leo Carter

Henry Collier

Josh Finnie

Shawn Hicks

Jack Hunter

Kyle Jamieson

Ken McClure

Brett Randell

Tim Seifert

Dane Watson

Kurtley Watson

Raki Weerasundara

Luke Williamson

THE SQUAD
Will Rhodes (C)

Ed Barnard

Joe Clarke

Ben Duckett

Harry Finch

Matthew Fisher

Miles Hammond

Ryan Higgins

Rob Jones

Rob Sayer

Josh Shaw

Dominic Sibley

Jonathan Tattersall

Jack Winslade

Luke Wood

New Zealand
New Zealand has reached the final  
of the ICC U19 CWC on one occasion,  
losing to England in 1998.

England
England won the ICC U19 CWC in 1998  
but has not reached the final again  
in seven further attempts.
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Kusal Mendis led the side at the 
U19 Asia Cup in Dubai (December-
January 2014) as the line-up 
began to take shape ahead of the 
showpiece in the same country.

Prior to that, the side’s most 
recent engagement came during 
a home series with India. India 
enjoyed the better of the two-
match Test series but Sri Lanka 
clung on for hard-earned draws 
in both games. After the first ODI 
was abandoned, India then won 
the remaining two ODIs as the 
Sri Lanka batsmen failed to fire.

Four of Sri Lanka’s top six 
made half-centuries in the 
first Test, but a defiant last-
wicket partnership was needed 
to secure a draw. Another 
second-innings rear-guard was 
required in the second Test after 

conceding a 181-run deficit in the 
first innings. The writing seemed 
to be on the wall when Sri Lanka 
found itself at 258-7, however, an 
astonishing eighth-wicket stand 
of 188 between Binura Fernando 
(100 not out) and AK Tyronne (123 
off 161 balls) ensured safety.

Wickets were hard to come 
by for Sri Lanka as Chamika 
Karunaratne’s five wickets made 
him the team’s leading wicket-
taker over the two matches. 
The medium-fast bowler again 
spearheaded the team during 
the ODI series, with another five 
wickets in two appearances.

Kavindu Kulasekara was his side’s 
leading run-scorer in the Test 
series (202 runs), while Priyamal 
Perera impressed with 97 runs in 
the ODI series.

Sri Lanka toured Bangladesh for a 
Test and ODI series in April 2013, 
where both Tests were drawn but 
Sri Lanka fought back from 2-1 
down to win the ODI series 3-2. 

Sri Lanka affected a composed 
run-chase to pull the series level, 
chasing down 197 in 29 overs 
thanks to an unbeaten fifth-
wicket stand of 90 between 
Karunaratne (49 not out) and 
skipper Mendis (45 not out).

Its bowlers came to the fore in 
the fifth and final match when 
the batting line-up could only 
make 185 in a match reduced to 
49 overs per side. Off-spinner 
Ramesh Mendis was the pick with 
figures of 8-1-24-3 but the whole 
attack fought hard as the home 
side collapsed to 123 all out.

Chasing 247, UAE was bowled 
out for 85 in the opening match, 
with Dan D’Souza left stranded 
on 23 not out. It claimed its first 
victory one day later with a win 
against Hong Kong (D-L Method). 

D’Souza (79) was again the pick 
of the batsmen, adding 73 for the 
ninth-wicket with Zamin Jaleel 
(41). Hong Kong was set 211 from 
41 overs following a rain break 
and a tight finish seemed likely 

as it reached 141-3 with 10 overs 
remaining. That was a far cry 
from the position of 1-3 it found 
itself in after eight balls of the 
reply. Rohit Singh’s three wickets 
in the closing overs proved 
instrumental to a 20-run victory. 

UAE’s batsmen got into their 
stride in the next match  
with 346-9 against Thailand.  
D’Souza once again top scored 
but he was well supported, with 
five other players reaching 30.  
Shorye Chopra (3-16) was the pick 
of the bowlers in Thailand’s reply 
of 67 and there were also two 
wickets each for Tahir Sultan  
and Sajid Khan. 

A third group victory in four 
matches guaranteed UAE’s 
path into the last four, enjoying 
another convincing win – this 
time against Saudi Arabia. 
D’Souza (69), opener Omer 
Mohammed (48) and Sunair (35) 
were the main contributors to 
the total of 223. D’Souza got in 
on the act with the ball too on 
this occasion, picking up 4-29 as 
Saudi Arabia was bowled out for 
111 to give UAE a 112-run victory. 

Chopra top scored in the semi-
final against Nepal, smashing 

114 from 115 balls. Set 272, Nepal 
could not chase down the runs 
required, and D’Souza – who had 
earlier scored a half-century – 
claimed four wickets. UAE ran 
out the winner by 76 runs.

However, UAE lost to 
Afghanistan in the final, bowled 
out for 57. Afghanistan cantered 
to victory in reply, reaching its 
target in the 12th over for no 
wickets down.

GROUP D 

THE SQUAD
Kusal Mendis (C)

Minod Bhanuka

Hashan Dumindu

Binura Fernando

Anuk Fernando

Kavindu Kulasekara

Lakshan Jayasinghe

Ramesh Mendis

Priyamal Perera

Harsha Rajapaksha

Hashen Ramanayake

Sadeera Samarawickrama

Thilaksha Sumanasiri

AK Tyronne

Hashan Vimarshana

THE SQUAD
Rohit Singh (C)

Shorye Chopra

Dan D’Souza

Moaaz Ayub

Mohammad Hamid

Justin James

Shiv Mehra

Omer Rizwan

Waruna Perera

Dhurva Praveen

Pankaj Samant

Shahrukh Ahmed

Sunair Khan

Chirag Suri

Shivank Vijayakumar 

Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka has yet to win the ICC U19 CWC  
but did reach the final on home soil in  
2000 and won the Plate final in 2012.

UAE
UAE makes its inaugural appearance at the  
ICC U19 CWC as host of the 2014 event. It put 
in a decent performance at last year’s ACC 
U19 Elite Cup in May but came up well short 
against Afghanistan in both the group stage 
and final. 
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TOURNAMENT STATISTICS
PLAYER RUNS TEAM OPPOSITION GROUND MATCH DATE

DJ Pagon 176 W Indies v Scotland Dunedin 21 Jan 2002

JAH Marshall 164* NZ v Namibia Pretoria 15 Jan 1998

SP Kremerskothen 164 Aust v PNG Orkney 15 Jan 1998

JA Rudolph 156* S Africa v Nepal Katunayake 12 Jan 2000

CL White 156* Aust v Scotland Dunedin 25 Jan 2002

Highest Individual Scores

PLAYER OVERS MDNS RUNS WKTS TEAM OPPOSITION GROUND MATCH DATE

BMAJ Mendis 9.2 2 19 7 Sri Lanka v Zimbabwe Christchurch 24 Jan 2002

TA Boult 8.1 1 20 7 New Zealand v Malaysia Johor 21 Feb 2008

RK Vishwakarma 6.2 4 3 6 Nepal v PNG Brisbane 23 Aug 2012

WD Parnell 5.0 0 8 6 South Africa v Bangladesh Kuala Lumpur 24 Feb 2008

K Passi 8.1 1 23 6 India v Zimbabwe Townsville 14 Aug 2012

Best Bowling Figures

PLAYER DIS CT ST TEAM OPPOSITION GROUND MATCH DATE

CS Fernando 8 4 4 S Lanka v Zimbabwe Christchurch 24 Jan 2002

DS Berry 6 6 0 Australia v England Renmark 6 Mar 1988

WKD Perkins 6 4 2 W Indies v Australia Colombo (SSC) 8 Feb 2006

Most Dismissals in an Innings
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PLAYER SPAN MAT INNS NO RUNS HS AVE 100 50

EJG Morgan (Ire) 2004-2006 13 13 1 606 124 50.50 2 3

Babar Azam (Pak) 2010-2012 12 12 2 585 129 58.50 2 3

KC Brathwaite (WI) 2010-2012 12 12 3 548 92* 60.88 0 6

K Chaugai (Nep) 2002-2006 20 20 1 537 90* 28.26 0 3

Anamul Haque (Ban) 2010-2012 12 12 0 519 128 43.25 2 2

Most Runs

PLAYER SPAN MAT OVERS MDNS RUNS WKTS BBI AVE ECON SR 5

MC Henriques (Aus) 2004-2006 13 106.4 13 382 27 4/22 14.14 3.58 23.7 0

GJ Thompson (Ire) 2004-2008 19 128.3 14 587 27 5/26 21.74 4.56 28.5 2

A Sharma (Ind) 2002-2004 14 120.2 10 463 26 4/28 17.80 3.84 27.7 0

TT Bresnan (Eng) 2002-2004 13 119.0 13 491 25 4/7 19.64 4.12 28.5 0

WD Parnell (SA) 2006-2008 9 77.4 10 262 23 6/8 11.39 3.37 20.2 1

Most Wickets

PLAYER CT TEAM OPPOSITION GROUND MATCH DATE

RG Samuels 4 West Indies v Pakistan Adelaide 10 Mar 1988

BB McCullum 4 New Zealand v India Galle 16 Jan 2000

AGR Loudon 4 England v Nepal Colombo (Moors) 22 Jan 2000

DJ Bravo 4 West Indies v Australia Dunedin 23 Jan 2002

PS Masvaure 4 Zimbabwe v Nepal Johor 24 Feb 2008

B Aparajith 4 India v Pakistan Townsville 20 Aug 2012

Most Catches in an Innings
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PLAYER SPAN MAT DIS CT ST

AJ Crosthwaite (Aus) 2002-2004 16 28 20 8

DS Berry (Aus) 1988-1988 8 26 23 3

MK Chhetri (Nep) 2006-2008 12 26 8 18

M Katuwal (Nep) 2002-2004 14 23 14 9

Golam Mortaza (Ban) 1998-1998 7 21 15 6

Most Dismissals

PLAYER SPAN MAT CT

N Deonarine (WI) 2000-2002 13 12

SM Ervine (Zim) 2000-2002 15 10

N Hussain (Eng) 1988-1988 8 9

SS Pathirana (SL) 2006-2008 10 9

GJ Thompson (Ire) 2004-2008 19 9

Most Catches

CONTINUED
TOURNAMENT STATISTICS

WKT RUNS PARTNERS TEAM OPPOSITION GROUND MATCH DATE

1st 228 DJ Thornely, MJ North Australia v Zimbabwe Potchefstroom (Uni) 12 Jan 1998

2nd 273 BJ Watling, BS Wilson New Zealand v Scotland Savar 19 Feb 2004

3rd 175* AMT Janmohamed, TM Odoyo Kenya v Scotland Soweto 12 Jan 1998

4th 212 CL White, DT Christian Australia v Scotland Dunedin 25 Jan 2002

5th 141 DJ Jacobs, RT Bailey South Africa v New Zealand Lincoln 30 Jan 2002

6th 160 Ali Asad, Riaz Kail Pakistan v Australia Colombo (RPS) 17 Feb 2006

7th 96 RS Higgins, RG Querl Zimbabwe v Nepal Colombo (CCC) 7 Feb 2006

8th 102* Ejaz Nawaz, F Nijman Netherlands v Americas Radella 23 Jan 2000

9th 67 Zulqarnain Haider, Mansoor Amjad Pakistan v England Fatullah 27 Feb 2004

10th 73* S Eno, TH Mou PNG v Afghanistan Napier 24 Jan 2010

Highest Partnerships

TEAM SCORE OPPOSITION GROUND MATCH DATE

Australia 480/6 v Kenya U19 Dunedin 20 Jan 2002

India 425/3 v Scotland U19 Dhaka 16 Feb 2004

West Indies 402/3 v Scotland U19 Dunedin 21 Jan 2002

Australia 398/6 v PNG U19 Orkney 15 Jan 1998

New Zealand 389/2 v Scotland U19 Savar 19 Feb 2004

Highest Totals
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PREVIOUS TOURNAMENTS
YEAR HOST COUNTRY WINNER LOSING FINALIST RESULT

1988 Australia Australia Pakistan
Pakistan 201 lost to Australia 202-5 (BD Williams 108)  

by five wickets

1998 South Africa England New Zealand
New Zealand 241-6 (JEC Franklin 56*, PD McGlashan 53) lost to 
England 242-3 (SD Peters 107, OA Shah 54*) by seven wickets

2000 Sri Lanka India Sri Lanka Sri Lanka 178 (J Mubarak 58) lost to India 180-4 by six wickets

2002 New Zealand Australia South Africa
South Africa 206-9 (GM Smith 51, Z Homani 52*)  

lost to Australia 209-3 (JN Burke 100) by seven wickets

2004 Bangladesh Pakistan West Indies Pakistan 230-9 (Asif Iqbal 54) beat West Indies 205 by 25 runs

2006 Sri Lanka Pakistan India Pakistan 109 beat India 71 (Anwar Ali 5-35) by 38 runs

2008 Malaysia India South Africa India 159 beat South Africa 103-8 by 12 runs (D/L)

2010 New Zealand Australia Pakistan Australia 207-9 beat Pakistan 182 by 25 runs

2012 Australia India Australia
Australia 225-8 (Bosisto 87*) lost to India 227-4  

(UBT Chand 111*, SK Patel 62*) by six wickets

India and Pakistan went into the ACC U19 Asia Cup, held in UAE from 
late December 2013 to early January 2014 - as strong favourites on the 
back of previous form, so it was no surprise when they contested the 
final in Sharjah.

Both teams suffered major scares at the semi-final stage, however, 
with India scraping home against Sri Lanka by three wickets and 
Pakistan by the even finer margin of two wickets over Afghanistan.

UAE will have been disappointed to lose all three group matches, with 
outsider Nepal comfortably defeating the host in its final group match. 

Group B was more closely contested, with Sri Lanka and Afghanistan 
just pipping Bangladesh for a last-four spot on net run-rate after each 
team had won two out of three group matches. 

A third-wicket stand of 180 for India between skipper Vijay Zol (100) 
and Sanju Samson (100) proved the difference in the final, with 
Pakistan gamely chasing its target of 315 but never keeping up with an 
escalating run-rate. Captain Sami Aslam (87) and Kamran Ghulam (102 
not out) were the pick of the batsman, but no other Pakistan batsman 
reached 20 as it finished on 274 for nine. 

Aslam scored 137 more runs than the next best batsman at the 
tournament, hitting 379. Compatriot Karamat Ali was the leading 

wicket-taker with his leg-spin (18) while India’s chinaman bowler 
Kuldeep Yadav was not far behind with 15 victims. 

That final loss proved to be the only one for Pakistan in back-to-back 
tournaments in the UAE, having won seven consecutive matches 
against the host and England in a Tri-Nations event held in  
December 2013.

Pakistan’s 97-run victory in the Tri-Nations final against England 
summed up the dominance of the winning side throughout the 
tournament. The Asian nation made 247 for seven thanks to consistent 
scoring throughout the card. All five of Pakistan’s bowling attack 
then picked up wickets in the reply as England was dismissed for 150. 
Pakistan captain Aslam was again to the fore as leading tournament 
run-scorer, with 287. Spinner Zafar Gohar also continued his fine 
showing throughout the year as leading wicket-taker (15). 

UAE will take some heart from achieving a victory over England in 
the group stage, chasing down 251 with three balls to spare thanks to 
70 from captain Rohit Singh and 40 off 34 balls from Moaaz Qazi. For 
England, a record of two wins from seven matches will not have served 
as a boost ahead of the ICC U19 Cricket World Cup, but there was some 
personal satisfaction for Ryan Higgins, who finished as second highest 
run-scorer with 225 runs.

Many of the teams competing in the ICC U19 CWC UAE 2014 have recently put  
the finishing touches on their preparations, competing in the Asian Cricket Council Under 19s  
Asia Cup, and a Tri-Nation Under-19s Tournament, both of which were held in the UAE.
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